Get creative with your 360° photos and videos by adjusting the camera settings.

To get started, open the 360 CAM Manager app on your smartphone and tap the Camera icon on the app home screen.

Settings
Select from a list of general settings including audio channel and image quality.

Shooting Environment
Choose your shooting environment to capture the best footage possible.

Shooting Mode
Capture spherical or half spherical content.
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**Manual Mode**

Fine-tune your 360° captures by adjusting a multitude of different settings.

### Exposure

Correct the brightness of photos and videos with one simple adjustment.

*Increase exposure if the image is too dark (+)*  
*Great exposure, just right!*  
*Decrease exposure if image is too bright (-)*

**AutoExposure-Lock:** Preset and lock a preferred camera exposure

### ISO

Control the sensitivity of your camera sensor for almost all lighting situations.

*ISO 100 = Less noise*  
*ISO 2700 = Too noisy*

**ISO**

### Shutter Speed

Select different speeds in order to clearly capture objects in motion or add intentional blur for effect.

*Slow Shutter Speed 1/2 sec.*  
*Faster Shutter Speed 1/500 sec.*

**Shutter Speed**

### White Balance

Adjust to compensate for color tone preferences in different lighting conditions.

*Warm light, soft tones  
WB2400*  
*Compensate for cool lights  
WB5000*  
*For natural tones  
WB6000*

**White Balance**

---

**NOTE:** When you adjust ISO it is necessary to adjust Shutter Speed (and vice versa) for a good exposure. Typically, the higher ISO, the faster Shutter Speed.